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Abstract
This  project  report  concerns  the  design  and implementation  of  a  simple  theorem 
prover for hybrid logic based on the tableau system described in Torben Braüners 
book “Hybrid Logic and Its Proof Theory” [Bra07]. My main motivation for the the 
project was to learn Prolog programming as well as learn about logic in Computer 
Science. As learning a new programming language and the logical theories was part 
of  the  project  I  focused  on  building  a  working  program with  little  regard  to  its 
running time or elegant code.
In the report I first describe the very basics of propositional logic, modal logic and 
the parts of hybrid logic that are important to my project. In the third and fourth 
chapter I go through my design decisions regarding the program and the concrete 
implementation itself. 
The program works as  expected  and has  been tested  on a  collection of  formulas 
included in the appendix of the report. 
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Resume
Dette projekt omhandler design og implementering af en et program til automatisk 
bevisførelse  for  hybrid  logikken  baseret  på  tableau  systemet  beskrevet  i  Torben 
Braüners bog ”Hybrid Logic and Its Proof Theory” [Bra07]. Min primære motivation 
for  projektet  var  at  lære  Prolog  og  om  logik  i  forbindelse  med  Datalogi  i 
almindelighed. Da det at lære et nyt programmeringssprog og de logiske teorier var 
en del af projektet har jeg fokuseret på at lave et program der virker uden det store 
hensyn til køretid eller elegant kode. 
I rapporten gennemgår jeg først de mest basale dele af propositionslogik, modallogik 
og hybridlogik i den udstrækning det har betydning for mit projekt. I tredje og fjerde 
kapitel  gennemgår  jeg  mine  designovervejelser  med  hensyn  til  udviklingen  af 
programmet og selve den konkrete implementering.
Programmet fungerer efter hensigten og er testet på en samling formler der er vedlagt 
som bilag.
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1. Introduction
This  report  is  the  product  of  a  second  semester  project  in  Computer  Science  at 
Roskilde University. The goal of the project is an implementation of a simple theorem 
prover for hybrid logic. 
In the report I will first briefly explain the most basic elements of propositional logic 
and modal logic as well as hybrid logic and the corresponding tableau systems in 
chapter 2. In chapter 3 I will describe the most important design decisions for the 
program such as the internal tableau representation, and in chapter 4 I will explain the 
central  parts  of  the  code  itself.  I  assume  the  reader  has  at  least  a  fundamental 
understanding  of  Prolog  programming  and  hybrid  logic.  The  complete  code  is 
included in the appendix at the end of the report as well as on the attached compact 
disc.
1.2 Motivation
My motivation for this project came from a wish to learn the Prolog programming 
language as well as a desire to learn about logic in computer science in general. As I 
have a background in philosophy I am interested in looking at the possible common 
ground of the two disciplines and here logic is an obvious possibility. This project 
report  is  purely  technical,  though,  and  I  will  save  the  more  philosophical  and 
theoretical aspects of hybrid logic for another time.
The description of hybrid logic that is the basis for this project report comes from the 
book “Hybrid Logic  and Its  Proof-Theory” by Torben Braüner  [Bra07].  The  first 
tableau-based  decision  procedure  for  hybrid  logic  was  published  by  Miroslava 
Tzakova in 1999 but there is an error in her termination proof  [Bra07: p. 84]. The 
articles [BB05] and [BB06] both by T. Bolander and T. Braüner hold solutions to 
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Tzakova's work which were later simplified by T. Bolander and P. Blackburn [BB07]. 
The procedure described in [Bra07] is a variant of this and its tableau system is what 
I use in this report. 
1.3 Problem Formulation
The purpose of this project is the implementation of theorem prover for hybrid logic 
based on the tableau system described in subsection 3.3 in [Bra07]. The program is 
able to calculate  whether or not a given hybrid logic formula is valid. However, the 
program will only be able to interpret formulas without the use of universal modality. 
The tableau system is known to be complete and terminates correctly and as such this 
report only concerns the technical implementation and I wont go into the details with 
the logical theory behind it.  As learning about Prolog and logic programming has 
been a part of the project I have focused simply on writing a correct and working 
program with little regard to code brevity and computation time. 
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2. Logic
Logic concerns the fundamental rules and principles behind forming valid sentences 
and relates fundamentally to the study of language, mathematics, philosophy and of 
course  computer  science.  This  chapter  briefly  describes  some  of  the  basics  of 
propositional logic and modal logic as well as hybrid logic.
2.1 Propositional Logic
The syntax of basic propositional logic consists of simple sentences,  or formulas, 
formed out of simple letters (p,q,r etc.) and connectives (¬,∧ ,∨ ,⇒ ,⇔ ). A single 
letter is  called an atom and a single letter  or its  negation is called a literal.  Well 
formed compound formulas can be any number of combinations of these such as: 
¬ p , p∧q , q∨r , p⇒ q , p⇔q .  The  connectives  negation  ¬  and  conjunction 
∧  can be combined to form sentences equivalent to any sentence using the other 
connectives:
∨ ≡ ¬¬∧¬
⇒ ≡ ¬∧¬
⇔ ≡ ∧∨¬∧¬
The  formulas  –  or  sentences  –  written  like  this  represent  propositions,  or 
combinations of propositions, of different sorts. For example the English sentence 
“The sun is shining and it rains.” can be represented as p∧q where p is “the sun is 
shining”  and  q is  “it  rains”.  By  assigning truth  values  to  the  letters  we  can  say 
whether or not the whole sentence is true or false. However, when talking about logic 
in general we are rarely just interested in knowing whether a sentence is true or false 
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but rather whether it is valid, a contradiction or a tautology (self evident).  A simple 
and straight-forward way to test a sentence like this in propositional logic is with a 
truth table. A simple list  is written with all  possible combinations of truth-values. 
Here is an example testing the formula ¬A∧¬A∧¬B∧¬B :
A B A∧¬B ¬A∧¬B A∧¬A∧¬B A∧¬A∧¬B∧¬B ¬A∧¬A∧¬B∧¬B
T
T
F
F
T
F
T
F
F
T
F
F
T
F
T
T
T
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
T
T
T
T
A proposition is called a tautology if the final column is all true, a contradiction if it 
is all false and contingent if it has both true and false results. And as we can see the 
above formula  is  a  tautology.  This  method is  simple  and easy  to  understand but 
quickly requires a lot of tedious work for longer sentences. There are several other 
ways to prove the validity of a sentence including the semantic tableaus. I will briefly 
describe this procedure for propositional logic below.
2.2 Propositional Tableau
A semantic  tableau  is  a  procedure  used  to  test  the  validity  of  formulas  as  an 
alternative to the simple truth table. One of the main advantages to using semantic 
tableaus in propositional logic over the truth tables is the comparatively small size. 
Truth tables are no use for hybrid logic and here the semantic tableaus are simply one 
way to test the formulas.
The formula is expanded into a branching tree structure – the tableau – where each 
branching represents a possible way to make the formula true. The tableau is built 
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using  a  set  of  simple  rules  for  each  connective  and  the  original  formula  is  then 
expanded step by step. Each branch of the finished tableau is then checked to see if it 
closes, i.e.  has both an atom and the negated atom on the same branch. If all the 
branches of the tableau are closed the formula is unsatisfiable. So to test if a given 
formula is a tautology we draw a semantic tableau of the negated formula and check 
to see if all the branches close. To illustrate this procedure I will show and explain a 
few tableau rules for basic propositional logic:
1 - Conjunction
A∧B
|
A
B
2 - Negated Conjunction
¬ A∧B
/    \
¬A ¬B
3 - Negation
¬¬A
|
A
Each of these are small tableaus in themselves. As an example the expanded tree for 
the formula ¬A∧¬A∧¬B∧¬B  looks likes this:
¬¬A∧¬ A∧¬B∧¬B
|
A∧¬ A∧¬B∧¬B
|
A∧¬A∧¬B
¬B
|
A
¬ A∧¬B
/                \
  ¬A             ¬¬B
                     |
                      B
The formula is negated.
Rule 3
Rule 1
Rule 1
Rule 2
Rule 3
As we can see both branches of the tableau are closed and therefore the formula 
¬A∧¬A∧¬B∧¬B  is a tautology. 
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2.4 Modal Logic
In this section I will explain the very basics of modal logic leading up to hybrid logic 
itself.  The term modal  logic covers a wide range of different  logics dealing with 
different modes of truth. In classical logic we only consider what is true or false in 
the present situation where modal logic lets us deal with notions of necessity and 
probability. As an example we may wish to express truth relative to what is known or 
relative to different points in time (epistemic and temporal logic respectively).
 
The basic operators for modality are  for  possibility and □ for necessity.  These◇  
unary operators can be used in addition to the logical connectives already described 
and enables us to form sentences such as:
 ◇ p∧□q
This example simply means that  p is  possibly  true and  q necessarily  true.  Using 
negation we can actually do with just either one of these operators as shown here:
□ ≡ ¬◇¬
◇ ≡ ¬□¬
These sentences are easy to understand once you read them. E.g. the last one: “P is 
possibly true” equals “It is not necessary that P is not true”. These two basic modal 
operators are obviously more complicated to deal with than the basic propositional 
connectives. It is simple to see that if p is true then ◇p is also true but we can not say 
whether  □p is  also  true  without  knowing  more  about  the  present  situation.  In 
propositional logic we only care about what is true and false in the present situation 
but with modality we need to be able to talk about different situations often called 
worlds. 
I wont go into detail with the semantics behind modal logic but it is important to 
mention the concept of different worlds in order to understand the basics of hybrid 
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logic. In propositional logic it was enough to know each propositional symbol and its 
corresponding truth-value. In modal logic we need to know in which possible world 
which proposition is true and in which it is not. Once we know which possible worlds 
we are looking at we can say that ◇p is true if p is true in some world and □p is true 
if p is true in every world.
2.5 Hybrid Logic
Hybrid logic is an extension of normal modal logic and takes its name from the fact 
that  its  expressive  power  lies  between  that  of  first-order  logic  and  modal  logic. 
Basically hybrid logic allows us to talk about truth-values relative to different points 
in time or possible worlds.
The main goal is to formalize statements involving references to specific points in 
time or possible worlds (I wont distinguish between worlds and points in time). This 
is done by adding so called nominals, each one of which refers to a specific world. 
Nominals are treated more or less just like normal propositional symbols and are each 
true to exactly one point but in order to do more than simply mention these references 
a little more is needed. The satisfaction operator, here denoted as @, allows us to 
assign a nominal to a formula and thus express at what point something is or is not 
the case. As an example we can formalize the following every day sentence:
“at the 28th of May 2008, the sun is shining”
as the expression @a p  where the nominal a stands for “28th of May 2008” and the 
propositional symbol  p stands for  “the sun is shining”. The expression @a b  means 
that  the  points  a and  b refer  to  are  identical.  I  will  not  go  into  details  with  the 
semantics of hybrid logic as it is not directly relevant for my project but simply refer 
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the  reader  to  the  description  found  in  [Bra07].  My program only  deals  with  the 
'syntactic machinery' of the semantic tableau so to speak.
2.6 Hybrid Logic Tableau
The tableau system for hybrid logic is of course not as simple as for propositional 
logic and here I will go through the different rules that will be used by my program to 
create and expand the tableau. The rules are applied in the same way as for basic 
propositional logic although some of the rules have certain restrictions that will be 
described below together with the rules themselves.
@a¬
¬@a
 ¬
@a ∧
@a ,@a
 ∧
@c @a
@a
 @
@a◇
@c ,@a◇ c
 ◇ * +
* The nominal c is new
+ The formula   is not a nominal.
¬@a¬
@a
 ¬¬
¬@a ∧
¬@a |¬@a
 ¬∧
¬@c @a
¬@a
 ¬@
¬@a ◇ ,@a ◇ e
¬@e
 ¬◇
@a a
 Ref *
* The nominal a is on the branch.
+ The formula   is a propositional symbol 
(ordinary or a nominal).
@a c ,@
@c
 Nom1+
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@a ◇ |¬@a◇  Quasi−analytic cut 
*
* The nominal a and the formula ◇  are subformulas of the root formula.
These tableau rules are  a reproduction of the rules  for  a tableau system given in 
subsection 3.3 of [Bra07]. All formulas in the rules are either satisfaction statements 
or negated satisfaction statements. The rules ¬ ,  ¬¬ , ∧ , ¬∧ , @ , ¬@ , 
and  ◇   are  called  destructive  rules  and  the  rest  non-destructive.  Just  as  in 
propositional logic the tableau is expanded by applying the rules to the unexpanded 
formulas on the branches but with two additional rules to be kept in mind:
1. A formula is only added if it does not already occur on the branch.
2. A destructive rule is only used once on a given formula.
A branch on the tableau closes if for any satisfaction statements @a X  and @a b  on 
the branch, the statement ¬@b X  also occurs. As an example the expanded tableau for 
@b¬a∧p∧¬@a p  looks like this:
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
¬@b¬a∧ p∧¬@a p
|
@b a∧ p∧¬@a p
|
@b a∧p
@b¬@a p
|
@b a
@b p
|
¬@b @a p
|
¬@a p
|
@b b
|
@a a
|
@ab
The formula is negated.
Rule ¬¬
Rule ∧  on 2
Rule ∧  on 3
Rule ¬  on 4
Rule ¬@  on 7
Rule Ref 
Rule Ref 
Rule Nom1  by 5 and 9
We can see that the single branch of the tableau closes as it holds both the formulas 
@b p ,  ¬@a p , and @b a  (p is true at the point  b,  p is false at the point  a, and a is 
equal to  b) therefore it follows that  @b¬a∧p∧¬@a p  is valid. The goal for my 
program is to have the ability to expand a tableau in accordance with the rules given 
here and finally check if the branches close.
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3. Design Decisions
This chapter describes the considerations I have done concerning the implementation 
of the program. I will explain how the tableaus are represented internally as well as 
the formulas and logical connectives themselves but will save all descriptions of the 
algorithm and the code itself for the next chapter.
Prolog, as a logic based language, was a natural choice as a programming language 
for this sort of program and learning Prolog was part of my initial motivation for 
doing this project. However, I will not go into details about Prolog itself as I assume 
the reader has at least a fundamental familiarity with the language.
I decided to separate the expansion of the tableau and the check for closing branches. 
This simplified the development of the program but is also an obvious point to look 
into if one wishes to improve the performance of the program. It is very likely that it 
would be beneficial  to check for  closing branches at  certain points  in  during the 
expansion of the tableau and therefore cutting off unnecessary calculations.
One of the main concerns was how to create the internal representation of the tableau 
as well as the formulas themselves in order to meet the needs for hybrid logic. Based 
on the  rules  described in  the  previous  chapter  we can  write  a  short  list  of  basic 
requirements. The program has to be able to:
● search for existing nominals on the branch (The Ref rule.)
● add new nominals, i.e. nominals not occurring anywhere else on the tableau 
(The ◇  rule)
● find subformulas that  are either nominals or of the form  ◇ .  (The  Quasi  
Analytic Cut rule)
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● make sure a formula is not added more than once to a branch
● and make sure a rule is not applied to a formula more than once
I have chosen to represent the tableau as a list of lists. Each internal list represents a 
full branch on the tableau and therefore contains both the formulas above and below 
the branching. As an example consider the drawn tableau below:
A
|
B
|
C
/    \
D     E
        |
        F
The program will represent this tableau as a list of two lists like this:
[ [A, B, C, D] , [A, B, C, E, F] ]
In a larger and more complex tableau a lot of the same information will be stored 
more than once but it will make searching through the individual branches on the 
tableau a lot easier. 
The individual  formulas need to be represented in a  specific  way as well.  Every 
formula on the tableau begins with either a satisfaction statement (@) or a negated 
satisfaction statement. The satisfaction operator needs both a nominal and a formula 
and in the program it  is represented as the predicate  “@(N,F)” with  N being the 
nominal and  F the formula. In order to easily keep track of the nominals used the 
nominals in the program are integers and the program always keeps track of the last 
used nominal. This way a new nominal can be added simply by using a larger number 
than  the  last  used.  This  also  makes  it  easy  to  distinguish  between  nominals  and 
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normal propositional symbols simply by checking whether or not it is an integer. In 
addition to the satisfaction operator the program represents conjunction as the infix 
operator  “and”,  negation as  the prefix  “-” and the 'diamond'  operator  for  modal 
possibility  as  the prefix  “m”.  These  operators  can be  combined to  represent  any 
possible hybrid logic formula provable by the program. A little more information is 
needed for the program, however, as we – per the rules for tableau expansion from 
the previous chapter – will need to keep track of whether or not a rule has been used 
on a given formula. To achieve this each formula is placed in a tuple and prefixed 
with either a 1 or 0 indicating whether or not it has been expanded. Below I have 
written the expanded tableau for the formula @b¬a∧p∧¬@a p  which was drawn 
in the previous chapter as it is represented internally in the program.
[[(1, - @(2, - ((1 and p) and - @(1, p)))), (1, @(2, (1 and 
p) and - @(1, p))), (1, @(2, 1 and p)), (1, @(2, - @(1, p))), 
(1, @(2, 1)), (1, @(2, p)), (1, - @(2, @(1, p))), (1, - @(1, 
p)), (1, @(1, p)), (1, @(1, 2)), (1, @(1, 1)), (1, @(2, 2))]]
This may be fairly unintelligible at first glance and is simply an illustration. Although 
the user does not need to know how the tree is represented internally it is important to 
know the syntax of the individual formulas in order to type in and test a formula. As 
an example one can compare the first element in the list with the root formula from 
the hand written tableau: 
- @(2, - ((1 and p) and - @(1, p)))
¬@b¬a∧ p∧¬@a p
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4. Prolog Implementation
In this chapter I will describe the concrete program implementation. I will not go 
through every single line of code as some of the functionality should be obvious but I 
will explain the most important and more complex parts of the program.
As  mentioned  earlier  the  program  first  expands  the  tableau  completely  before 
checking for closing branches and I will  describe these two parts of the program 
separately as well. I will mainly describe the different parts of the program with a 
procedural view but may shift to a more descriptive explanation if suitable. The main 
procedures used to expand the root formula into the semantic tableau are:
● tabl 
● expand 
● expand_tableau
● exp_branch1
● exp_branch2
● exp_branch_negdiamant 
● exp_branch_ref
● exp_branch_nom1
● exp_branch_quasi
The predicates tabl and expand expands a given formula into the corresponding 
tableau in the form described in the previous chapter.  This is done by recursively 
calling  expand_tableau which itself calls the remaining predicates one at a time 
on  each  of  the  branches  on  the  tableau.  The  predicates  exp_branch1 and 
exp_branch2 try to apply a tableau rule to the first formula on the given branch in 
accordance with the destructive rules. The first one covering those that do not branch 
out  and the  second the  single  rule,  ¬∧ ,  that  does.  exp_branch2 returns  two 
branches each identical except for the newest added formula. Any formula prefixed 
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with a 1 is automatically skipped and if none of the rules apply the algorithm moves 
to the next formula on the branch. The remaining exp_branch_... predicates each 
try  to  apply  one  of  the  non-destructive  rules:  ¬◇ ,  Ref  ,  Nom1 ,  and 
Quasi−analytic cut  . They differ in that they look through the entire branch (or in 
the case of quasi analytic cut just the root formula) and do not pay attention to the 
prefixes. Each of the predicates for expanding branches only add a formula if it does 
not already exist on the branch and the prefix on each formula ensures that a rule is 
not used more than once on the same formula.
Most  of  the  destructive  rules  are  pretty  straight-forward  as  they  simply  look  for 
formulas according to a certain pattern and then expand the branches accordingly. 
However,  the non-destructive rules as well  as the  ◇   rule need some additional 
code to live up to the restrictions (the footnotes in the tableau rules in section 2.6). I 
will  go through the more complex parts of these rules below. For the restrictions 
requiring a distinction between nominals, propositional symbols and formulas I use 
Prolog's built in predicates: atom(), integer(), and atomic() as any atom is 
a propositional symbol, any integer a nominal and any atomic expression either one.
The ◇   rule needs to add a new nominal and as described in the previous chapter 
this is simply done by keeping track of the last used nominal and adding a larger one 
whenever the rule is applied. When the tabl predicate is called it automatically adds 
a  new  fact  to  the  database  called  largestnom(0) and  when  the  predicate 
newnominal(X,N) is called it compares the nominal from the active formula (the 
variable X) to the  current largest nominal and returns a nominal (N) that is one larger 
than the the previous 'record' and updates largestnom(..) accordingly.
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newnominal(X,N) :- 
  largestnom(Z), 
  largest(X,Z,Y), 
  N is Y +1,  
  asserta(largestnom(N)), 
  retract(largestnom(Z)).
The  Ref   rule (exp_branch_ref) does not look for a specific formula but adds 
the formula @aa  for each nominal a on the branch. In order to find the nominals on 
the branch it uses a smaller recursive 'helper' predicate called occurs which looks 
through each formula on the branch looking for a nominal in any possible location. 
Like all the other predicates it makes sure not to add the same formula more than 
once to the branch and will therefore find a new nominal each time it is called until 
they are all added.
The rule for Quasi-analytic cut (exp_branch_quasi) adds two new branches to the 
tableau based on subformulas of the root formula in the form ◇  or nominals. The 
recursive predicate subform adds a list of all nominals and subformulas starting with 
◇  to the database which are then used by exp_branch_quasi.
closetab, the procedure to check for closing branches, is rather simple as it just 
runs through the branches one by one and, using Prolog's own predicate  member, 
checks if each branch has formulas of the form @a  and ¬@b , as well as @b a .
closetab([]). 
closetab([H|T]) :- 
  closes(H),!, 
  closetab(T). 
closes(H) :- 
  member((_,@(A,P)),H), 
  member((_,- @(B,P)),H), 
  member((_,@(A,B)),H).
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Finally the predicate prove used to prove formulas ties it all together. When the user 
calls prove with a suitable formula it is negated and expanded into the tableau with 
tabl the result of which is checked for closing branches using closetab. Finally 
the  program simply  answers  yes  or  no  depending on whether  or  not  the  entered 
hybrid logic formula is valid.
4.1 Running the program
To load the program simply open Prolog and load the file by typing in: 
 
consult(hylo)  (or the path to the file hylo.pl)
To test a formula first make sure it is translated into the right syntax for the program 
(the next chapter has several examples of tested formulas). Then simply type:
prove(Formula) (replace Formula with the formula you wish to test)
The program may take several seconds before giving an answer but should soon reply 
with either a simple yes or no.
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5. Test
Because the program simply answers yes or no and does not give any detailed output 
to  show  (and  the  generated  tableaus  often  get  too  large  and  are  practically 
unreadable) I will simple write the formulas I have used to test the program in the 
appendix. I have written the formulas both in the standard syntax (although using 
numbers to indicate nominals) as well as the syntax interpretable by the program. I 
have tested the program in the free Prolog environment SWI-Prolog and all the tested 
formulas gave the expected result.
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6. Conclusion
The purpose of the project was to implement a simple theorem prover for hybrid 
logic based on the tableau system described in Torben Braüners book “Hybrid Logic 
and Its Proof Theory”. In addition to this it was my wish to learn about programming 
in Prolog as well as logic in conjunction with Computer Science in general. 
The program works as expected but a more thorough internal testing would probably 
be a good idea as the only testing I have done is by running the formulas included in 
the appendix. My main focus for the program was functionality and so chose not to 
worry too much about keeping the code especially simple and elegant or worry about 
computation time. This leaves a lot of room open for improvement and even simple 
things such as checking for closing branches while expanding the tableau could likely 
improve the running time.
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Appendix
Code
:- op(500,fy,m). 
:- op(500,fy,-). 
:- op(600,xfy,and). 
%% Expanding the tableau 
tabl(Formula, Tableau) :- 
  assert(largestnom(0)), 
  expand([[(0,- Formula)]],Tableau). 
expand(Tab1,Tab2) :- 
  expand_tableau(Tab1,Tab3),!, 
  expand(Tab3,Tab2). 
expand(Tab1,Tab1). 
expand_tableau([H|T],[H1|T]) :- 
  exp_branch1(H,H1). 
expand_tableau([H|T],[H1,H2|T]) :- 
  exp_branch2(H,H1,H2). 
expand_tableau([H|T],[H1|T]) :- 
  exp_branch_negdiamant(H,H1). 
expand_tableau([H|T],[H1|T]) :- 
  exp_branch_ref(H,H1). 
expand_tableau([H|T],[H1|T]) :- 
  exp_branch_nom1(H,H1). 
expand_tableau([H|T],[H1,H2|T]) :- 
  exp_branch_quasi(H,H1,H2). 
expand_tableau([H|T],[H|T1]) :- 
  expand_tableau(T,T1). 
%% LITTERALS 
exp_branch1([(0,@(A,P))|T],L) :- 
  atomic(P), 
  L=[(1,@(A,P))|T]. 
exp_branch1([(0,- @(A,P))|T],L) :- 
  atomic(P), 
  L=[(1,- @(A,P))|T]. 
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%% DIAMOND NOMINAL - simply prefix as 1
% as Q.A. Cut will find them. 
exp_branch1([(0,@(A,m P))|T],L) :- 
  integer(P), 
  L=[(1,@(A,m P))|T]. 
exp_branch1([(0,- @(A,m P))|T],L) :- 
  integer(P), 
  L=[(1,- @(A,m P))|T]. 
%% IF ALREADY EXPANDED 
exp_branch1([(1,H)|T],L) :- 
  exp_branch1(T,L1), 
  L=[(1,H)|L1]. 
%% RULE: NEGATION 
exp_branch1([(0,@(A,- P))|T],L) :- 
  add((0,- @(A,P)),T,L1), 
  L=[(1,@(A,- P))|L1]. 
%% RULE: DOUBLE NEGATION 
exp_branch1([(0,- @(A,- P))|T],L) :- 
  add((0,@(A,P)),T,L1), 
  L=[(1,- @(A,- P))|L1]. 
%% RULE: CONJUNCTION 
exp_branch1([(0,@(A,(P1 and P2)))|T],L) :- 
  add((0,@(A,P1)),T,L1), 
  add((0,@(A,P2)),L1,L2), 
  L=[(1,@(A,(P1 and P2)))|L2]. 
%% RULE: @ 
exp_branch1([(0, @(C,@(A,P)))|T],L) :- 
  add((0,@(A,P)),T,L1), 
  L=[(1,@(C,@(A,P)))|L1]. 
%% RULE: -@ 
exp_branch1([(0,- @(C,@(A,P)))|T],L) :- 
  add((0,- @(A,P)),T,L1), 
  L=[(1,- @(C,@(A,P)))|L1]. 
%% RULE: DIAMOND 
exp_branch1([(0,@(A,m P))|T],L) :- 
  newnominal(A,C), 
  \+ integer(P), 
  add((0,@(C,P)),T,L1), 
  add((0,@(A,m C)),L1,L2), 
  L=[(1,@(A,m P))|L2]. 
% Prefix all neg. diamonds as 1. 
exp_branch1([(0,- @(A, m P))|T],L) :- 
  L=[(1,- @(A, m P))|T]. 
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%% IF ALREADY EXPANDED (EXPB2 VERSION) 
exp_branch2([(1,H)|T],L1,L2) :- 
  exp_branch2(T,L3,L4), 
  L1=[(1,H)|L3], L2=[(1,H)|L4]. 
%% RULE: NEG KONJUNKTION 
exp_branch2([(0,- @(A,(P1 and P2)))|T],L1,L2) :- 
  add((0,- @(A,P1)),T,L3), 
  L1=[(1,- @(A,(P1 and P2)))|L3], 
  add((0,- @(A,P2)),T,L4), 
  L2=[(1,- @(A,(P1 and P2)))|L4]. 
%% RULE: NEG DIAMOND 
exp_branch_negdiamant(L1,L2) :- 
  member((_,- @(X,m Z)),L1), 
  member((_,@(X,m Y)),L1), 
  integer(Y), 
  \+ member((1,- @(Y,Z)),L1), 
  L2 = [(0,- @(Y,Z))|L1]. 
%% RULE: NOM1 
exp_branch_nom1(L1,L2) :- 
  member((_,@(A,C)),L1), 
  member((_,@(A,P)),L1), 
  integer(C), 
  atomic(P), 
  \+ member((_,@(C,P)),L1), 
  L2 = [(0,@(C,P))|L1]. 
%% RULE: REF 
exp_branch_ref(L1,L2) :- 
  occurs(A,L1),  
  \+ member((_,@(A,A)),L1), 
  L2 = [(0,@(A,A))|L1]. 
% Finds nominals on the branch 
occurs(X,[H|_]) 
  :- occurs1(X,H),integer(X). 
occurs(X,[_|T]) 
  :- occurs(X,T). 
occurs1(X,(_,X)). 
occurs1(X,(_,@(X,_))). 
occurs1(X,(_,@(_,X))). 
occurs1(X,(_,- @(X,_))). 
occurs1(X,(_,- @(_,X))). 
% Conjunction 
occurs1(X,(_,@(_,Y and _))) :- 
  occurs1(X,(_,@(_,Y))). 
occurs1(X,(_,@(_,_ and Z))) :- 
  occurs1(X,(_,@(_,Z))). 
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% Diamond 
occurs1(X,(_,@(_,m Y))) :- 
  occurs1(X,(_,@(_,Y))). 
% Neg Diamond 
occurs1(X,(_,@(_,- m Y))) :- 
  occurs1(X,(_,@(_,Y))). 
% Neg conjunction 
occurs1(X,(_,- @(_,Y and _))) :- 
  occurs1(X,(_,- @(_,Y))). 
occurs1(X,(_,- @(_,_ and Z))) :- 
  occurs1(X,(_,- @(_,Z))). 
%% RULE: QUASI ANALYTIC CUT 
exp_branch_quasi(L1,L2,L3) :- 
  nomlist(NL), 
  sflist(FL), 
  member(N,NL), 
  member(m F,FL), 
  \+ member((_,@(N,m F)),L1), 
  \+ member((_,- @(N,m F)),L1), 
  L2 = [(0,@(N,m F))|L1], 
  L3 = [(0,- @(N,m F))|L1]. 
%% Find subformulas for Q.A. Cut 
% @ operator 
subform(@(N,F)) :- 
  subform(F). 
% diamond 
subform(m F) :- 
  addsf(m F), 
  subform(F). 
% conjunction 
subform(P and Q) :- 
  subform(P), 
  subform(Q). 
% negation 
subform(- F) :- 
  subform(F). 
% nominal 
subform(F) :- 
  integer(F), 
  addnom(F). 
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subform(_). 
addsf(F) :- 
  retract(sflist(FL)), 
  add(F,FL,FL2), 
  assert(sflist(FL2)). 
addnom(N) :- 
  retract(nomlist(NL)), 
  add(N,NL,NL2), 
  assert(nomlist(NL2)). 
% Keeps track of the last known nominal. 
newnominal(X,N) :- 
  largestnom(Z), 
  largest(X,Z,Y), 
  N is Y +1,  
  asserta(largestnom(N)), 
  retract(largestnom(Z)). 
largest(X,Y,X) :- X >= Y. 
largest(X,Y,Y) :- X =< Y. 
% Adds a formula to the branch if it is not already on it. 
add(X,[],[X]). 
add((A,X),[(B,X)|L],[(B,X)|L]) :- !. 
add(X,[X|L],[X|L]) :- !. 
add(X,[Y|L],[Y|L1]) :- 
  add(X,L,L1). 
%% CHECKS FOR CLOSING TABLEAUS
closetab([]). 
closetab([H|T]) :- 
  closes(H),!, 
  closetab(T). 
% Checks the individual branch. 
closes(H) :- 
  member((_,@(A,P)),H), 
  member((_,- @(B,P)),H), 
  member((_,@(A,B)),H). 
% Proves the formula. 
prove(Formula) :- 
  assert(sflist([])), 
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  assert(nomlist([])), 
  subform(Formula), 
  tabl(Formula,Tableau), 
  retract(sflist(_)), 
  retract(nomlist(_)), 
  closetab(Tableau). 
%% Cleans everything added to the database 
cleandata :- 
  retract(largestnom(_)), 
  fail. 
cleandata :- 
  retract(nomlist(_)), 
  fail. 
cleandata :- 
  retract(sflist(_)), 
  fail. 
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Test
Valid formulas:
1: @1¬¬◇ ∧¬∧¬◇¬∧◇¬
@(1,-(- m(p and -q) and (- m - p and m – q))) 
2: @2¬@1¬∧¬∧@1∧¬@1
 @(2,-(@(1,- (p and - q)) and (@(1, p and - @(1,q)))))
3: @2¬@1∧@1¬∧¬¬@1¬∧¬@1
@(2,-(@(1,p and @(1, - p))) and - (- @(1,- p) and - @(1, p))) 
4: @2¬1∧∧¬@1
@(2,- ((1 and p) and - (@(1,p))))
5: @2@1 1
@(2,@(1,1))
6: @2¬@1 2∧@2∧¬@1
@(3, -(@(1, 2) and (@(2, p) and - @(1,p)))) 
7: @3 ¬@12∧¬@21∧¬@2 1∧¬@1 2
@(3,- @(1,2 and - @(2,1)) and - (@(2,1) and - @(1,2))) 
8: @3 ¬@2 @1∧¬@1∧¬@1∧¬@2 @1
@(3,-(@(2,@(1,p)) and -@(1,p)) and -(@(1,p) and -@(2,@(1,p))))
9: @2¬◇@1∧¬@1
@(2,-(m @(1,p) and - @(1,p))) 
10: @2¬◇@1∧@1∧¬◇
@(2,- ((m 1 and @(1,p)) and - m p)) 
11: @2¬◇◇ 1∧∧◇ 1∧¬
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@(2,- ((m m (1 and p)) and m (1 and – p))) 
Invalid formulas:
1: @21∧◇1
@(2, (1 and m 1))
2: @1 ◇2∧◇ 2∧¬◇¬◇ 2
@(1,(m(2 and m 2 and - m - m 2)))
3: @2◇ 1∧◇ 1∧¬◇¬◇ 1
@(2,m((1 and m 1) and - m - m 1))
4: @1¬◇◇∧¬◇
@(1,-(m m p and - m p)) 
5: @1¬◇◇∧¬◇
@(1,-(m p  and - m m p))
6: @1¬¬◇¬∧¬◇
@(1,-(- m - p and - m p)) 
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